Tridens Monetization is an innovative, real-time, convergent charging, and monetization platform for any industry, any business model, and any revenue stream in today’s digital economy.

Moreover, Tridens Monetization is a pay-as-you-go subscription and usage-based billing, ideal for media, communications, transport, utilities, education, the Internet of Things, e-Mobility, and healthcare industries, for all sorts of Cloud infrastructures, and for many, many more companies.

Features
Tridens Monetization enables innovative pricing, supports diverse business models (B2C, B2B, B2B2C), usage-based rating (online and offline charging, charge sharing), taxation, real-time balance management, billing and invoicing, financial management with account receivable (AR), payments, and collections, revenue assurance, and real-time analytics.
KEY FEATURES

- Convergent charging, service control and monetization engine
- Personalized offers, promotions, and discounts
- Advanced rating and usage processing across any combination of measurable metrics
- Real-time processing
- Enables prepaid, postpaid or pay now account type
- Notifications
- Bill shock
- Credit Limit
- Split Billing
- Commissions
- Hierarchies
- Loyalties
- Multi currencies
- REST APIs for easy integration

**Offer Design**

Create innovative offerings using advanced discounting, bundling, tiering; combine one-time, recurring and consumption-based charges. This agility allows our customers to offer innovative services to help them succeed in competitive marketplaces and respond quickly to changes in demand.

- Recurring fees
  - Weekly, monthly, quarterly, semiannually, annually
  - Full or prorated
- One-Time fees
- Bundling of products and services
- Rate plan
  - Tiered pricing
  - Time-based tariffs
- Price override & quantity override
- Discounts (percentage, value)
Rating and Charging
Offer innovative subscription services powered by sophisticated rating and usage processing across any combination of measurable metrics. Configure flexible rating in conjunction with discounting capabilities including cross-product discounts, flat or percentage discounts, and bill-time discounts based on total usage over the billing cycle. Rate based on purchased quantity consumption for any service type metric such as event, duration, clicks, gigabytes, downloads or volume.

- Predefined & configurable Rating Metrics
  - Units, conversions between units, calculations
- Usage-based rating in real-time, near real-time or batch
  - Enables prepaid/postpaid or hybrid account
- Synchronous, asynchronous and test modes for event rating and purchase processing
- Automated resource renewals and purchase
- Discounting per Charge tag, Resource Tag, Event Name, and Service Type
- Event and resource balance adjustment
- Zoning
- Charge and Resource sharing
- Taxation
- Notifications per exceeding of Resource Limit
- Generating custom Events at billing time
- Transfer of resource balance to next billing cycle
- Re-rating
Billing and Invoicing

Bill your customers, companies, and partners.

- Flexible billing cycles
  - Weekly, monthly, quarterly, semiannually, annually
  - Each customer could be billed on a specific day of month
  - Each customer could have more bills & balance groups
- On-demand billing, bill now, delayed billing
- Test Billing for invoice verification
- Bill and bill item adjustment
- Billing time discounts & resource-balance rollover
- Complex account hierarchies & groups
  - Split Billing
  - Child or parent payment responsible
Financial Management
Manage the financial side of subscriber accounts including Account Receivables, General Ledger and taxation activities. The service supports complete Accounts Receivable actions including adjustments, payments, refunds, disputes, and write-offs.

Real-time Analytics & Reporting
Tridens Monetization offers analytics features and a rich dashboard.

- Accounts and Subscribers,
- Plans,
- Recurring Revenue,
- Usage Revenue,
- Subscriber Retention,
- Transactions, etc.
Customer Management

Intuitive user interfaces provide real-time views of the customer's balances and entitlements and access to full billing and accounts receivable history. Agents can onboard new subscribers, adjust currency and non-currency balances, upsell and cross-sell services, set notification thresholds, manage payments and write off items. Easily manage multiple accounts, such as family plans or business accounts, with account hierarchy functionality and have the flexibility to assign multiple payment methods and responsibilities on a single account.
Enables diverse business models
With the help of Tridens Monetization you are now able to rate any service, to any customer type, with any payment option in any group.

Ecosystem
Tridens Monetization is pre-integrated with taxation gateways (Avalara, SureTax), payment gateways (Authorize.Net, PayPal, Braintree, CyberSource, Stripe), ERP applications (NetSuite, SAP) and CRM applications (SalesForce, Microsoft Dynamics CRM).
Tridens Monetization is powered by Amazon Web Services (AWS) and supports REST APIs for easy integration with any third-party application.

Contact us
For more information about Tridens Monetization, visit www.tridenstechnology.com or call +38631627462 to speak to a Tridens representative.
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